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Theoretical Certainty :

↓

The Qian-Jia Rationalism

1

FENG Shengli, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Initial translation by HUA剖G Qiuyu
Abstract: In the 16th century, western science made a great advances. Meanwhile, in
China, scholars of textual criticism including Gu Yanwu ( 1613 -1682), Dai Zhen (1724
-1777), Duan Yucai (1735 -1815), Wa吨Niansun (1744一1832) were also facilita
ting the development of scientific reasoning ( Hu, 1967). This paper ar伊es that the QianJia scholars ’ work represented a new era of traditional research and that the value of
scholarship and intellectual work starting from the forementioned scholars are based essen
tially on what they created, practiced and believed, the principle of logical certainty, a
newly developed indigenous rationalism in Chinese intellectual history.
Key words: Qian-Jia logical certainty, rationalism, academic paradigm

1 .. The Science of Language Analysis

T

heoretical certai町， or rationalism as pursued by the school of Qian-Jia scholars
should be examined from a linguistic perspective. What are the scientific properties of

language analysis? This is a complicated question, and, in order to answer it, we should
start from the basic question

“

what is science" ? There is no shortage of definitions of sci

晴

ence, and in the philosophy of science they must be even more carefully defined than in
technical science per se.
This article will explore the specifically scientific properties of linguistics. 研Te will
sttempt to determine whether linguistics is indeed a branch of science, and if yes, what kind
of science it is. In fact, the idea that linguistics is a branch of science was brought forward
in the 1950s after the Chomskian revolution. During that period, there arose a controversy o
ver whether or not linguistics is a岛ranch of science. For example, the American linguist
Charles Hockett proposed that not only is linguistics not science, but that it could not possi
bly become science. Hockett explains:

About the Author: FENG Shengli, Department of Chinese Language and Literature, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong; Email sfeng@ cuhk. edu. hk
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Specialists have been working for a long time on the problem of analyzing, de
scribing, and comparing grammatical systems and the degree of accuracy achieved is
much greater than the layman would suspect. At the same time, there remain many
points on which pre-cision is still impossible. Some linguists like to believe that grammatical analysis has be-come a completely objective operation, but this is not true.
Phonemic analysis has been brought much nearer to such a state: complete precision is
not always possible, but we can at least pinpoint the areas of indeterminancy and usually see why they remain indeterminate. But grammatical analysis is still, to a surprising
extent, an art: the best and clearest descriptions of language are achieved not by investigators who follow some rigid set of rules, but by those who through some accident of
”
life-history have developed a flair for it. Charles Hockett: A Course in Modern Linguistics ( 1958）.
“

Here, the key is how to understand the sentence grammatical analysis is still …an
”
art. Hockett seemed to suggest that grammatical analysis is not science, but an art instead.
“
”
The French linguist, Redouane Djamouri, believes that this art should be interpreted as
”
”
”
“skill. （ personal communication) In my opinion ，“skill and “art can be combined to
”
form “craft. Either case though, grammatical analysis has traditionally been regarded as
non-science, a view still held by some contemporary lin♂1ists.
The problem is, if linguistics is not science, then there will be no foundation for the
”
“
common term language science. Yet scholarly research progresses with time. As Robert
Lee pointed out in 1975 :
“

’
Noam Chomsky s first book on syntactic structures is one of the first serious attempts
on the part of a linguist to construct within the tradition of scientific theory-construction
a comprehensive the。可of language which may be understood in the same sense that a

chemical, biological theory is understood 如y experts in those fields. It is not a mere re
organization of the data into a new kind of library catalog, nor another speculative phi
losophy about the nature of man and language, but rather a rigorous explication of our
intuitions about our language in terms of an ove时 axiom system, the theorems derivable
from it.”
’

Today, Robert Lee s view is considered received wisdom, as evidenced by the title of
the book Grammar of Science, a work by the MIT grammarian Richard Larson. This repre’
‘
‘
’
sents the first time the term gramm町 has been linked with science in a book title.
So how do we understand this Chomskian linguistic revolution, and what really is the
crux of this revolution? In my view, the true meaning of the Chomskian revolution can be
seen in the following three tenets:
( 1 ) The tradition of scientific the。可formation.
( 2) An overtly axiomatic system.
· 26 ·
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(3) Theorems th础 can be derived.
The crucial point is the tradition of scientific theory-construction, in which axioms pri
’
ma叮and theorems can derive from them. Chomsky s work exemplifies the above three char”
acteristics , which also manifest the fundamental properties of science. In order to understand
the scientific properties of linguistics, we need to first understand the axiom system.

at is an “ Axiomatic sys在em ” ？

辆也

四

What are derivable theorems? The derivability of theorems depends on the certainty of
axioms and logical reasoning.“Axiom" is a primitive concept from which theorems can be
derived. In 2008, Marcus Tomalin explicitly emphasized that point in his book Linguistics
αnd the Formal Science. His statements below are of great importance in understanding an
axiom system:
It is important to recognize that the theories grouped together beneath the term For“
mal Science all utilize some form of the axiomatic-deductive method and that, there
fore, de-spite their many differences, they all involve the deduction of conse甲1ences
(i.e., theo-rems) from a small set of intuitively obvious axioms or assumptions, and,
as a result, they can be viewed as being unified by the same basic scientific method. In
the light of this ob-servation, it should be remembered that not all intellectual enterpri
ses (especially, not even all sciences) can be pursued by means of this method. In or
der for an axiomatic-deductive system to be constructed at all, it is necessa叮to be able
to state initial assumptions, to identify prim缸y elements of some kind, and to make val
id deductive inferences from these assumptions and elements. There 町e many缸eas of
research that are not understood with sufficient precision to permit an axiomatic-deduc
tive analysis. However, the formal sciences all attempt to utilize this methodology, and
it is one of their characteristic features (Tomalin, 2008).
－…

’

Tomalin s explanation is helpful in understanding the essence of science. It delineates
here the scientific method and the methodology that formal sciences址l attempt to utilize.
’
Tomalin s explanation thus can be regarded as the most explicit illustration of what sci
ence is. To be more specific, science is the deduction and construction of an axiomatic sys
tem. Only a system like that can be treated as one with the following scientific properties or
characteristics·
Characteristics of formal science
1. axiomatic-deductive method
2. deduction of consequences (i.e., theorerr叫
3. the process of an axiomatic-deductive system:
( 1 ) to state initial assumptions;
(2) to identify prim町elements;

· 27 ·
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( 3)

to make valid deductive inferences from these assumptions and elements;

Given this background, we can take a closer look at modem linguistics. The foundation
’

of modem linguistics is arguably derived from synt缸. Chomsky s generative

grammar

is

characterized by the deduction of a formal system that demonstrates the properties of formal
science. In fact, formal science possesses an additional characteristic alluded to, in the book

An Introduction to Trαnsformationαl Grammαr, by Emmon Bach( 1964):
“It may appear as if our reasoning is circular in a vicious sense. We use various
rules to

gue for aspects of the the。可and then tum around and use the the。可to argue

町

for the correctness of the rules. But this impression is based on an incorrect view of the
process of scientific reasoning. Reasoning in an empirical science does not proceed in a
linear fashion, as I shall stress here. It proceeds on all fronts simultaneously. We are
not constructing a pyramid but rather a keystone arch, in which all the pieces must be
held up at once.”（Bach, 1964)
The basic idea here is that within a theoretical system, eve叮hypothesis, eve可step of
the deduction, and eve叮theorem should not be isolated from one other. Instead, they are
indispensable and interrelated. They even depend on each other and, thus , can hold all to
gether. In such a system, once a component is removed, the whole system will collapse.
That is, the real scientific theory is a tight system with all components being interlocked. If
one piece is removed and the others can still exist, it is a pyramid-type system which is char
acterized by accumulatation of elements. However, as is noted by Bach, the scientific sys
tem is not a pyramid-type system, but an interlocking one like a keystone arch. This is an
other property or characteristic of the scientific system ( or formal science) which emphasizes
the interlocking relation of “a keystone arch" , as shown in the pictures below.

The first picture shows the keystone arch, in which one missing piece will cause the
whole structure to collapse. While in the second picture, one missing piece may have little
influence on the whole pyramid. What inspirations can we draw from these two structures? It
is easy to see that the first one is just like an interlocking deduction system, while the second
is an accumulating induction system. In fact, both “the the。可of generative analogy" ( analogy with a generative relation between each piece involved in the analogy) by Wang Niansun

（王念舔） and “the theory of certainty" by Duan Yucai （段玉裁）缸e based on the key· 28 ·
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stone arch fundamentals as seen below. Thus, there does exist science in Chinese academic
history. Obviously, the scientific property here refers to the scientific thought. In fact, the
fundamental difference between science and technology is that science consists of thoughts
while technology is the physical carrier ofscientific thought. Hence, our question is whether
there exists the forementioned kind ofscience in Chinese is a significant question requiring a
serious investigation within Chinese intellectual history.

3 .. Formal Science i盟 China
This is a significant and complex question that cannot be fully answered in just one arti
fact, the purpose ofthis paper is to raise questions for future research. Undeniably,
In
cle.
there have been brilliant achievements in Chinese history, which can be represented by the
four great inventions (e.g. paper, gunpowder, compass, movable type printing) . However,
those achievements were mainly classified as the invention and progress of technology. As
noted above, our goal is to explore the major properties offormal science. Does there exist a

specific theory that demonstrates the properties of science in the history ofChina？τo exam
ine this question let us take a look at the intellectual history ofthe pre-Qin Period. In Zhan
Taiyan' s article Yuanmi昭（原名，The Origin of Names/Concepts), Zha吨mentions that
there was a discussion about syllogism in the Mohist Cαnon (Mojing 墨经） in Chinese histo
’
ry, which was different from that in Indian or Latin tradition. According to Zhang s descrip
tion, logic theory gradually disappeared after the Han Dynasty (206 B.C. 一 220 A. D.),
which was undoubtedly detrimental to academic development. But fortunately, Gu Yanwu
and Dai Zhen in the Qi吨Dynasty (1644 - 1912) went on facilitate the development oflogic
the。可. There even appeared a school featuring structural analysis and rigorous logic, contai
ning features quite similar to the characteristics of “formal science" mentioned above. How
ever, we notice that there are different opinions on the matter, with Zhu ( 1994) noting:
“
”
Chinese language makes science unlikely to exist. (Zhu, 2013 ） However, ifthis is true,
2
what caused logic and science to emerge in the Qing Dynasty? From our viewpoint, research
objectives can affect the scientific prope时y of utilized methods ( specifically referring to the
methods offormal science). China ’ s academic learning has always concentrated on humani
ty, a dominant view that is specifically mentioned in the Analects of C。听川us. Different ob”
jectives in academic research may lead to different implementations of scientific thinking:
studies in humanities result in dialectical thinking, while studies in physical science tend to
emanate from the study of nature ( Fe吨，2003 ). Qianstudying ancient Chinese text-criticism. Their primary concern was whether the ancient clas
sics were original, and whether the interpretation oforiginal language given by ancient com”
“
”
mentators was true or false ，which differs from the research on morality in older times in
“
”
terms of right or wrong . Undeniably, there has always been bias towards academics in the
Qi吨 Dynasty, with scholars just burying themselves in outdated texts and failing to employ
scientific thinking. But this is arguably mere prejudice and not consistant with facts. As
· 29 ·
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Zhang Taiyan emphasized in his article, the academics in the Qing Dynasty were heavily in
fluenced by the foundations of logic. (Xue Gu 率蛊）
‘
’
”
Notably, Dai Zhen' s statement “古本亮典必有作 横 者 （ there must be an original
edtion of Yaodian where the character光was written as横） reveals that all judgment must be
built on a solid foundation of logic, and that the judgment must be exclusive and unambigu
ous. But from where did he derive such a confident sense of certainty? His sense of certain
ty, I would argue, finds its origin in a scientific reasoning that emerged after a period of
‘
careful investigation. By this reasoning, eve可piece of the keystone arch' (i.e., the rules
and suιrules of音phonology I phonetic representation，形the paleography I formal repre
sentation of the written forms, and萎semantics I semantic representation) helps served as
‘
the basis for the tightly interlocking arch ’ that resulted in texture truths. This methodology
served to ensure that each individual piece plays its designated role in the presentation of sci
entific truth in the text. Then everything will fall into their proper places. Metaphorically
speaking, scholars were able to use the measurements of the arch ’s radian and the key
stone ’s wedge angle to determine the quantity and the size of the keystone arch. As a result,
there are a number of inferred rules and laws that we may regard as definite and universal.
Of course, there may be some disagreements in response to this reasoning. Some may
ar♂1e that the ancient scholars ’ theories cannot be called science, since they did not possess
the notions, concepts, or ar伊ments of science in the parlance of modem linguistics. Cont“
rarians would also include some scholars in the May Fourth who, being captivated by the
Westem notions of science and democracy, failed to recognize China ’s own scientific tradi
tion. In their rush to modernization, they were ready to abandon Qian-Jia scholarsl叩along
with feudalism and other notions which they considered outdated. Under these circum“
stances, Qian-Jia ideas were deemed unenlightened,and would lose ground in the academic
standing of the time. As a result, there were no further developments in Qian-Jia scholarship
up to the present. It is against this backdrop that this paper aims to initiate an attempt to
clarify these misunderstandings regarding Qian-Jia scholarship. However, this paper does
not by any means intend to defend the Qian-Jia scholars ’ ideas as a whole. Instead, it aims
to help establish a more objective interpretation. To be sure, Qian·… Jia scholars did not say
“
”
”
how气cientific their ideas were, for the word science (kexue 科率） did not enter Chinese language until well after their time, less than a centu可ago. But the lack of a word for
the concept of the time does not mean that their ideas and thoughts were not scientific. Numerous scholars have unanimously acknowledged the academic value of Qian-Jia scholarship
yet they seldom associated this scholarship with the notion of being scientific. Even Hu Shi
( 1976) , later in his career failed to note their deductive method in spite of the fact that it
was he who credited the Qian-Jia scholarship as being scientific. Views such as this are not
only unfair to Qian-Jia scholars, they are also historically untrue. They misled later generations in their efforts to identify what to inherit and what to develop. Hence, the goal of this
paper is to explore textual linguistics from a rational perspective in order to obtain a better
understanding of the Qian-Jia scholars ’ scientific thinking.
· 30 ·
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τ』e Qian-Jia Logical Certainty ( LC)

We believe that the scientific essence of the Qian-Jia scholars lies in the concept of
“
”
”
“
ce时ainty （必 bi) , with the core of bi 町gued to be logical certainty" . It means
’＇
“somethi吨logically factual will result in ( or lead to) something certain • This kind of c凹
tainty originated from a strictly deductive procedure. As mentioned earlier, deduction is a
quintessential and fundamental part of science. Although Qian-Jia scholars did not specific
”
ally employ the term “deduction， they did get results from, and made judgments with terms
”
“
”
such as， “ must be （必） and it is certainly not （断非） to indicate logical results. In
“
”
”
my opinion, the terms must be （必） and “ it is certainly not （断非） signify the employ
ment of a logical deduction process, and are suggestive of their internal deductive reasoning.
Dai Zhen was the leading Qian-Jia scholar of the Qing Dynasty. The influence of his sci
entific thought is arguably comparable to that of Galileo. In his Letter with Yao Xiαolian （姚
孝廉） , Dai Zhen provides remarkable glimpses into his scientific reasoning, employing such
”
“
“
”
notions such as a full understanding （十分之克） ， verification （必撞） ，“ in compli
” “
”
ance with the law （靡不倏贯） ， exhaustive deduction （不留馀羹） and “ the ultimate
”
“
truth （合诸道）． These terms clearly reflect his belief in valuing deeper understanding ir卜
stead of encyclopedic knowledge （贵粤不贵博， lit. ‘specialization over comprehensive
”
’
’
ness ） ， a clear divergence from the ancient scholars notion of being broadly knowledgea
ble. Following this philosophy, and in a practice that must be seen as different from his con
tempora可scholars, Dai Zhen endeavored to understand the nature of objects rather than
their superficial observation. As Pietarinen has said, science is not primarily concerned with
“
knowledge, and ignorance is what is brought to the force by retroductive inferences" .
“

’

幽

“I defend the view that science is not primarily concerned with knowledge and that
its method of 田riving at proposing hypotheses does not commit us to have stable beliefs
about them. Instead, what drives scientific discovery is related to the kind of ignorance
that scientists can cleverly exploit. Not an absence or negation of knowledge, ignorance
”
is what is brought to the force by retroductive inferences. （ The Science to Save Us
from Philosophy of Science, talk given at CUHK, June 2014)
We can see that Dai Zhen shared some common assumptions with Pietarinen about con
’
centration on a specific issue instead of being broadly knowledgeable, though Pietarin钮 s
juxtaposition of “knowledge" and “ignorance" is perhaps somewhat extreme. By comparing
Dai Zhen ’ s scientific idea of “valuing deeper undersdanding of the objects under study" to
Pietarinen ’ s concept of “knowledge and ignorance" quoted above, we can see that Dai
Zhen ’ s insights bear much resemblance to the modem notion of science found in Pietarinen ’
s writing. This is precisely the notion that is being developed in this paper.
A case in point is when Dai argues that in Yaodian ( The Book of History) , the Chinese
· 31 ·
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“

”

“

”

character 光 was incoπectly used in the place of 横 ， as mentioned before. These two
w£
w£
characters had the same pronunciation in Old Chinese ( C. g raJJ vs.
k aJJ ) . Yet the
”
“
’
phonological, semantic, and textual evidences all support Dai s proposal that 横 is a
“
”
much more profound and appropriate choice. How did Dai Zhen know that it was 横 and
”
“
not 光 ， and how could he be certain about it? The answer to these questions can be traced
“
back to his childhood. Even as a child, Dai would ask his teacher ， How did Zhu Xi
( 1130-1200) know about Confucius' intentions when he had never met Confucius？ ” Obvi
ously, he had been asking himself similar questions since then, and clearly formed his opin
ion by means of logical deduction. This type of practice of searching for truth initiated the
notion of t.heoretical certainty among the Wan （皖派） scholars of the Qian-Jia Period. As
“
his student Wang Niansun has stated ， over the past 1 , 700 ye盯S there had never been any
work of such caliber.”Indeed, this was the first time in Chinese history that the Wan （皖
’
派） scholars thought exhibited such certainty and confidence, and it is undoubtedly due to
the rigorous imposition of scientific reasoning and logical deduction.

*

*

5. Certainty in Duan Yucai ’ s Study
’

“

”

In Duan Yucai s book Shuowen Jiezi Zhu 就文解字注 Annotated Shuowen Jiezi ，
”
“
也 e word “ 必 （bi certainty") appears over 20 times. He also frequently used such ex
“
“
”
”
“
“
”
pressions as 断煞 （ duanwu ， certainly not ） and 断知 （ duanzhi ， certainly
’
know") , terminology that shows his strong logical thinking and deduction. Duan S reason”
ing in his book can be demonstrated by the equation VA = x I y, if VA ＝坏，then VA 乒 y ( or
( VA 可 ly）八（ VA =x ） →（ VA =rf y) ) . What is wo时h noting is出e notion that ，也ere can
“
”
”
”
”
“
“
“
“
”
be no 必 （bi certainty ） without 集 （ wu not ， nonexistant ） , and that there
”
”
“
”
“
“
’
can be no deduction without 白白inty. Hence, Duan Yucai s the。可of 断簸 （ du
“

”

“

αnwu ， certainly not ） has to be built on the foundation of theoretical certainty", 3 a point
well illustrated throughout his work.
In addition to the theories mentioned above, Duan also used the law of sound symbolism
as proof in his book. This symbolism contains both the concepts of assonance between conso
nants and vowels ( Kawahara, 2012) ( for relevant argument) .
’
Some critics think that Duan s annotations to Shuowen Jiezi were sometimes too subjec
“
”
tive. Yet many of the so 『called subjective opinons were actually logical corollary of the ar
guments that he presented to support his judgements. One example in Shuowen ]iezi was
”
“
when he pointed out the emendational mistake involving the word 耀 （shen , rice, soup) .
”
“
He proposed to replace it with 米粒 （ mili, rice ) , employing eleven steps to prove his
judgment, as demonstrated below:
1. Pointing out the mistake: The right words should be “ 米粒 ” （mili, grains of rice) ;
2. Referring to the guidelines of Shuowen ]iezi which emphasized the principle of anno
”
“
tation. Hence, the popular word 米粒 （ mili, grain of rice ) should be used for easy un
derstanding ;

· 32 ·
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3.Citing similar evidence from the Shuowen Jiezi itself to back up his 缸gument;
“
”
4. Citing the use of 米粒 （ mili, grain of rice) in other classic texts to prove the ac
cepted popular use of this word;
“
”
5.Analyzing possible reasons why 粮 （ she叽rice, soup) was printed erroneously;
6.Applying the method of reduction to absurdity, to explain the absurd interpretations if
“棒 ” （ shen, rice, soup) was to be used;
7.Citing common sayings as additional evidence;
8.Citing usages in ancient classics like Mencius 孟子，as linguistic evidence;
”
“
9.Providing fu时her demonstrations by comparing various usages of 米粒 （ mili, rice
grain) in The Book of Songs and ot』er classics;
”
“
“
”
10.Determining that the two words 棒 ？ ( shen, rice soup) and 米粒 （ mili, rice
grain) have different meanings based on previous examples;
“
”
11.Arriving at the final conclusion: It is a logical certainty that 粮 （ shen, rice
soup) is wrong.
As described above, we can see that Duan employed abundant evidence and reasonings
in his argumentation before arriving at his final solution. Definition, argumentation, hypoth
esis, verification, prediction, and falsification each had its own place in his book. He may
“
“
not have used the exact words logic" or science" , yet the absence of these specific words
should not be taken as evidence for the lack of logic or scientific reasoning (or notions) in
his work. The 11 steps above amply demonstrate the logic and scientific nature of his reason
mg.

Certainty in 明Tang Niansun ’ s Study
明Tang Niansun is another distinguished Qian-Jia textual scientist. Here let ’s examine
his presentation of scientific theories and what he refered to as his keystone mode. In his
book Gu
versal (or axiomatic) generalizations such as this “eveηword that is characterized by x has
the meaning of y （凡言 X 者皆有y蕃） ” . His intention here was to emphasize that universal
laws could be deduced, and that universal judgments could be used to present the truth.
How did鸭Tang Niansun achieve this? His keystone-method here was the invention and appli
cation of the logic of categorizing and interlocking. He thought that things of the same cate“
gory were interlocked, and that they showed similar properties if they were genetically con
nected (i.e., etymologically related).
From the explanation in his book, we can find that his pattern of logic is highly innova
tive (Fe吨，2018) (for detailed discussion on this topic ) He sorted words into horizontal
categories of synonyms and vertical categories of cognates. Then he reasoned that words in
the same catego叮share the same origin. Expressed in terms of modem science，明Tang Nian”
sun's the。可can be represented by the following logic formula, If A = B, then [ A→元，y,
z］八［B→元，y, z] (or A B→［ (A→元，y' z ） → r (B→元，y, z) ] ). This way,
· 33 ·
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if one understands one typical example, one will understand the rest in the same categ。可.
’

This is Wang Niansun s grand contribution which stands as a major achievement in Chinese
intellectual history.

7. Logical Certainty and Rationalism among the Qian-Jia
Scholars
嗣

Other scholars in the Qian-Jia school such as Qian Daxin ( 1728 -1804) and Hu Peihui
( 1782 -1849) also contributed to the development of scientific reasoning with their own re
”

spective theories about “logic certainty. However, these three particular Dai Zhen, Duan
Yucai and哨Tang Niansun stand out among the others in the Qian-Jia school with their unique
academic contributions. The scientific reasoning in their works is the essence of the Qian-Jia
school, and would likely emerge as an independent discipline on scientific thought in future
studies. The most prominent characteristics, as well as the most outstanding academic a
chievements of the Qian-Jia school, concentrate on their deductive certainty. Dai Zhen, as a
pioneering scholar in China, may very well be on a par with creative figures such as Galileo
in the west. The Wan （皖） School of Qian-Jia scholars did not seek right or wrong moral
principles and they debated the truth and falsity of academic reasoning. They dedicated
themselves to studying ancient sound patterns, word meanings, cognates and grammar, etc.
In fact, their linguistic approach to studying classical Chinese appears to be quite similar to
that of the Neogrammarians in the West, especially in terms of rule-oriented linguistic
change. Thus, when it comes to Qian-Jia rationalism, we cannot overlook the scientific ori
entation of these scholars. These were scholars who, instead of pursuing high-ranking posts
or literary fame, dedicated themselves to seeking the truth of the textual reality and verifying
their interpretations. What mattered to them was to develop scientific reasoning and to make
scientific discoveries ( Fe吨， 2018).

8. Concl日sion

One hundred years ago, Yan Fu ( 1854 -1921) wrote in his article Yuan Qiα略（原
”
强） On the Origin of Strength that Darwin and other Westem scholars气
explore the world, investigate the fundamental law, cite similar examples, then extend it to
“

infer the truth and investigate it to achieve the effect" . In the ensuing century, dramatic
changes have swept the social system and academic paradigm , yet the logical structure and
procedures of argumentation never seem to have become part of Chinese academic practice
’
and social discourse. In order to put Yan Fu s proposal into practice , we may take a closer
look at the procedure below:
If A, then certainly B.
A = use one theory to explore the world
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’Theoretical Certainty
B = ( 1 ) investigate the fundamental law
( 2) cite similar examples
( 3 ) extend it to infer the truth
( 4) investigate it to achieve the effect
”
B is the precondition to achieve A. Succeeding in “investigating the fundamental law
should be a major advance for the traditional theory. This is the essence of the Qian-Jia
scholarship. In their work on Classical Linguistics, for example, they also investigated fun
labiodental, by Qian Daxin) , and, specifically,
damental linguistic laws ( e. g.，七ilabial
that
they
investigated
were
those
of language. Dai Zhen, in particular，』y pr。 ”
"laws"
the
rooting the search for truth, had revolutionalized the academic paradigm in China, and had

→

exerted a tremendous impact on Qian-Jia scholars in their efforts in various academic disci
plines-phonology, semantics, and syntax - where this kind of scientific thought is required
through not only verification, but also falsification.
’
More than a centu叮has passed since the publication of Yan Fu s On the Origin of
’
Strength. Have we adopted and practiced Yan Fu s methods? Do we have convincing evi
dence that Qian ia scholars practiced and entertained this kind of thought proposed by Yan
Fu? Do scholars today make advances in this respect or are they no different from either Yan
而

”…J

Fu or the Qian-Jia scholars? Bear in mind that the power of human thought would progress
and not regress. The human brain, akin to the muscles in the body, would weaken and even
atrophy for lack of exercise and proper use. This certainly applies to the 岛rain used in aca
demic thinking. In regards to how to expand the human mind, Qian-Jia scholars are甲1ite
enlightening and inspiring. They have shown that human potential for scientific thinking can
be activated and improved through language investigation and linguistic inquiry. These
scholars made textual criticism and exegesis into the objects of their study. As a result, logi
cal certainty and rationalism emerged in the Qian-Jia period of the Qing Dynasty, laying the
foundation for a new paradigm of scholarly reasoning.

Notes
1.

guments presented here were partially published in Chinese Frontier of Lαnguage and
Liter，αture《中文事街前沿》Vol. 9: 99一117. 2015 ( Science Capacity in Linguistic Inquiry
一一the Qian-Jia Scholarship乾嘉理必舆器言研究的科事属性） and partially new. The
author thanks Huang Qiuyue for initial translation; his gratitude also goes to Professor Jerome
Packard, Professor Zhuqing Li and Mr. Baopeng Ma for their proofreading and editing. The
cuπent research is part of the project on Scientific Research Methods and Concepts in Qian
Jia Scholars like Duan Yucai ’ s Shuowen ]iezi Zhu and Wang Niansun ’ s supported by the
National Social Science Foundation ( Annual Important Grant. #15AYY009) and the project
on Identification of Stylistic-Register Grammar in Chinese: Identify, Classification and Distri
hution, supported by the Ministry of Education Humanities and Social Science Research Base
百四町
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Journal of Human Cognition: Lan伊age , Thinking and Culture 2018 Vol. 1 No. 1
( Major Project,#14JJD740003).
’

2. I agree with Zhu Xiaonong s opinions. I also discussed the grammatical properties of Chinese
language whether it is similar to formal logic or dialectical logic in another paper ( see foot
note 7). Many scholars also discussed this topic before, but there is still no falsifiable evi
dence for specific causing factors.
3. Note that if categorization is not based on a certain logic, then it will constitute a mere tautol

喃

。白人
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